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e Politics of Syariatisation in Indonesia:
MMI and GARIS’ Struggle for Islamic Law

Abstract: is paper addresses the de ciency of the doctrinal approach
in Islamic legal studies. ere is an emergent need to comprehend Islamic
law from the standpoint of its practical aspects: that is, how the law is
intended to produce certain results, whether it gives expected results, and
whether an identi able result is consistent with the reason for the law
as one might have expected. is paper examines the discourse of legal
Islamization from the perspective of its practical aspects, that is, how
the idea is developed, campaigned and impregnated in Muslim societies.
A study of the organizations Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia (MMI) and
Gerakan Reformis Islam (Garis) shows that both groups had diﬀerent
concern. While MMI focused on the theoretical legal system, Garis was
more concerned with practical realm of law; yet the two are the same in
orientation as they are both concerned with how everyday life is regulated
for Muslims.
Keywords: Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia, Gerakan Reformis Islam,
Legal Islamization.
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Abstrak: Tulisan ini membahas kekurangan pendekatan doktrinal dalam
studi hukum Islam. Ada kebutuhan mendesak untuk memahami hukum
Islam dari sudut pandang aspek praktisnya: yaitu, bagaimana hukum itu
dimaksudkan untuk menghasilkan hasil tertentu, apakah itu memberikan
hasil yang diharapkan, dan apakah hasil yang dapat diidenti kasi
konsisten dengan alasan hukum seperti yang diharapkan. Tulisan ini
mengkaji wacana Islamisasi hukum dari perspektif aspek praktisnya, yaitu
bagaimana gagasan itu dikembangkan, dikampanyekan, dan diresapi
dalam masyarakat Muslim. Kajian terhadap organisasi Majlis Mujahidin
Indonesia (MMI) dan Gerakan Reformis Islam (GARIS) menunjukkan
bahwa kedua kelompok memiliki kepedulian yang berbeda. Sementara
MMI fokus pada sistem hukum teoretis, Garis lebih mementingkan ranah
hukum praktis; namun keduanya memiliki orientasi yang sama karena
sama-sama memperhatikan bagaimana kehidupan sehari-hari diatur bagi
umat Islam.
Kata kunci: Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia, Gerakan Reformis Islam,
Islamisasi Hukum.

. ﺗﻨﺎﻗﺶ ﻫﺬﻩ اﳌﻘﺎﻟﺔ ﻣﺎ ﻳﻨﻘﺼﻪ اﻟﻨﻬﺞ اﻟﻌﻘﺎﺋﺪي ﰲ دراﺳﺔ اﻟﺸﺮﻳﻌﺔ اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻴﺔ:ﻣﻠﺨﺺ
 أي ﻛﻴﻒ ﻳﻜﻮن:ﻫﻨﺎك ﺣﺎﺟﺔ ﻣﻠﺤﺔ ﻟﻔﻬﻢ اﻟﺸﺮﻳﻌﺔ اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻴﺔ ﻣﻦ وﺟﻬﺔ ﻧﻈﺮ اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ
 وﻫﻞ، وﻫﻞ ﻳﻌﻄﻲ ذﻟﻚ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﻣﻨﺸﻮدة،اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮن ﻳﻬﺪف إﱃ اﳊﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﻣﻌﻴﻨﺔ
.ﳝﻜﻦ ﲢﺪﻳﺪ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻣﻠﺘﺰﻣﺔ ﲟﺎ ﻳﺘﻔﻖ ﻣﻊ اﻷﺳﺒﺎب اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻧﻴﺔ ﻛﻤﺎ ﻫﻮ ﻣﺘﻮﻗﻊ
:وﺗﻘﻮم ﻫﺬﻩ اﳌﻘﺎﻟﺔ ﺑﺪراﺳﺔ ﺧﻄﺎب أﺳﻠﻤﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮن ﻣﻦ ﻣﻨﻈﻮر ﺟﻮاﻧﺒﻪ اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ وﻫﻲ
 إن اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺣﻮل.ﻛﻴﻒ ﻳﺘﻢ ﺗﻄﻮﻳﺮ اﻟﻔﻜﺮة واﻟﺪﻋﺎﻳﺔ ﳍﺎ واﺳﺘﻴﻌﺎ ﺎ ﰲ ا ﺘﻤﻊ اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻲ
(GARIS) ( وﺣﺮﻛﺔ اﻹﺻﻼح اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻴﺔMMI) ﺗﻨﻈﻴﻢ ﳎﻠﺲ ا ﺎﻫﺪﻳﻦ اﻹﻧﺪوﻧﻴﺴﻲ
 ﺣﻴﺚ ﻳﺮﻛﺰ ﳎﻠﺲ ا ﺎﻫﺪﻳﻦ اﻹﻧﺪوﻧﻴﺴﻲ،ﺗﺸﲑ إﱃ أن ﻟﻠﻤﻨﻈﻤﺘﲔ اﻫﺘﻤﺎﻣﺎت ﳐﺘﻠﻔﺔ
 أﻣﺎ ﺣﺮﻛﺔ اﻹﺻﻼح اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻴﺔ ﻓﺘﻬﺘﻢ ﺑﺪرﺟﺔ أﻛﱪ ﲟﺠﺎل.ﻋﻠﻰ أﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮن اﻟﻨﻈﺮي
 إﻻ أ ﻤﺎ ﻳﺸﱰﻛﺎن ﰲ ﻧﻔﺲ اﻟﺘﻮﺟﻪ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻳﻬﺘﻢ ﻛﻞ ﻣﻨﻬﻤﺎ ﺑﻜﻴﻔﻴﺔ.اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮن اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻲ
.ﺗﻨﻈﻴﻢ اﳊﻴﺎة اﻟﻴﻮﻣﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﻠﻤﻮن
 أﺳﻠﻤﺔ، ﺣﺮﻛﺔ اﻹﺻﻼح اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻲ، ﳎﻠﺲ ا ﺎﻫﺪﻳﻦ اﻹﻧﺪوﻧﻴﺴﻲ:اﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎت اﳌﻔﺘﺎﺣﻴﺔ
.اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮن
DOI: 10.36712/sdi.v28i2.15819
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lthough their character varies, the two organizations, Majlis
Mujahidin Indonesia (MMI) in Yogyakarta, Daerah Istimewa
Yogyakarta, and Gerakan Reformis Islam (Garis) in Cianjur,
West Java, are rooted in the same philosophical and ontological basis.
As Islamic legal hardliners, both share similar concerns in their attitude
towards the state and socio-political conditions of Indonesia. In their
view, Muslims as the majority population who have had a dominant
role in the process of state formation, are always placed at the periphery
of social, economic, cultural and political realms. Further, this occurs in
a country that was supported by Muslim groups since the earliest stages
of the country’s development.
is study examines the struggles of MMI and Garis to Islamize the
everyday lives of the people as a means of exposing the dialectics between
Islamic law and society. is paper addresses two research questions:
rst, the cognitive aspects of the struggle, namely, the philosophy of
legal Islamization conveyed in their understanding of Islamic law and
how theoretically the project of legal Islamization should be done;
and second, the substantive aspects of Islamization, that is, their
approach and method as re ected in the type and pattern of programs
implemented. Data were collected from in-depth interviews with the
key actors of the two organizations, who were involved in a number of
their activities, and an observation of the lives of some MMI and Garis
activists.
is paper uses Brian Z. Tamanaha’s concept of “Legal
instrumentalism” as its theoretical basis1 to explore how legal Islamization
may be seen as more of a political agenda than a legal endeavor.
Following Tamanaha’s concept, the Islamization of law in Indonesia’s
current socio-political context strengthens the political bargaining
power of Islamization progenitors vis-à-vis the state. Tamanaha’s idea
is reinforced by a number of current scholars such as Noah Salomon,
Aria Nakissa, and Michael Peletz, who use an anthropological lens
to examine Islamic law. How politics are interwoven with law, the
economy, and culture in general is examined by Salomon (2016) in an
ethnographic study of the Sudanese experience with the Islamic state
from its revolutionary establishment in 1989 to the present. Both state
and non-state actors established, experienced and contested the same
duties across a diverse spectrum of life in Sudan. Nakissa (2019), on
the other hand, supports an anthropological approach that combines
Studia Islamika, Vol. 28, No. 2, 2021
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both hermeneutic theory and practice. In his opinion the two can be
combined to analyze cultural, legal, and religious traditions. ese
ideas were developed through an analysis of the Islamic legal tradition,
which examines both Islamic legal doctrine and religious education. In
order to fully understand the phenomenon, the cognitive and practical
aspects of Islamization cannot be separated. Peletz concurred with this
view in their examination of why Malaysia has become more punitive
in recent decades, someone should plunge themselves into the arena
where the myriad dimensions of Shariah often go unnoticed and
unpublicized (Peletz 2020, 1-47). In Peletz’s Sharia Transformations, an
ethnographic, historical, and theoretical approach is used to study the
practice and lived experience of Sharia in Malaysia. e three scholars
concur with Tamanaha that the law is widely viewed as “an empty vessel
to be ﬁlled as desired, and to be manipulated, invoked, and utilized in
the furtherance of ends” (Tamanaha 2016, 1). at is, the content of
the law depends on who is its progenitor and what personal interests
they want to advance.
Background of the Organizations
Although both MMI and Garis have their own distinct historical
backgrounds, their formation was inseparable from the context of the
Reformation movements that were rising in Indonesian politics since
mid 1998 (Fealy 2004, 104-121; Makruf and Halimatussa’diyah 2014,
1-15; Chaq 2013, 16-42; Lukito 2016, 393-425). e two groups
also have their own gures, who led the struggle and developed the
movement. Despite their diﬀerent origins, both organizations have
been driven by Muslim politicians who had an interest in establishing a
local hardliner group to facilitate Islamization.2 As the two were driven
by the same logic and force of struggle, they were designed to cater to
the needs of earlier National Muslim hardliners such as Muhammad
Natsir, Anwar Haryono, Sahirul Alim, and others (Dewan Pimpinan
Majelis Mujahidin 2001, 3). e establishment of MMI and Garis was
therefore imagined by many Muslim activists as a means of blocking
new waves of secularism and the general in uence of Western neocolonialism (Musonif 2003). us, although each organisation
was shaped by its locality, their activities and the way in which they
disseminated their missions are generally inseparable from Indonesia’s
other radical groups.
DOI: 10.36712/sdi.v28i2.15819
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What diﬀerentiates the two organizations are the places in which
they were established. MMI was established in Yogyakarta, a pluralistic
city and the heart of Javanese culture and tourism, famous also as as
an educational destination. Although the idea of Islamization is not
foreign in Yogyakarta, given the number of preaching activities in some
major universities since 1990s, it does not seem to resonate with the
city’s people. e city prides itself as a place where pluralistic values are
upheld and people from diﬀerent backgrounds are always welcome,
commemorating the eternal amalgamation of Islamic spiritualism with
Javanese culture (religion and secularism) re ected in the JavaneseIslam traditions embraced by the Mataram kingdom. e push for
Islamization brought by organizations such as MMI has therefore not
gained much support from the people of Yogyakarta. It can be said that
MMI’s missions did not have enough coverage or in uence compared
to Yogyakarta’s pluralistic social and political values, which favour a
more moderate adherence to Islam.
In contrast, Garis’ local context of Cianjur is a place where the
seeds of Islamization had already taken strong roots when Chep
Hernawan founded the organization in 2001.3 e political condition
in the regency was thus conducive to radicalists looking to implement
Shari’ah. Cianjur at the time was led by a devout Muslim politician,
Wasidi Swastomo, well-known for implementing Islamic values that
aﬀect the everyday lives of the people. Swastomo, who was elected
as the regent of Cianjur in 2001, was a devout and literalist Muslim
whose views of religion were in uenced by hardliners. In particular,
the state and religion were seen as inseparable and the state as having a
necessary role in establishing Shari’ah. is was in line with Garis’ main
objective to dismantle many practices in society seen as transgressing
the principles of Islamic beliefs (Lukito 2016, 397-399).
e local socio-political context that surrounded the establishment
of MMI was not convergent with those of Garis in many respects.
For Abu Bakar Ba’asyir and other radicalists,4 the creation of MMI
was driven more by the need to ful ll a national agenda than local
factors (Majelis Mujahidin 2001). ey wanted to create not just a
vehicle to spread political Islam locally. is is because Islamization
is a national project that pertains to the whole Muslim population in
Indonesia. Islamization should thus be treated as a national program,
not just for certain groups of Muslims in local contexts such as the city
Studia Islamika, Vol. 28, No. 2, 2021
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of Yogyakarta (Majelis Mujahidin 2003, 9-29). MMI was born from
a national congress in Yogyakarta, which invited many gures from
diﬀerent cities as well as neighboring countries in Southeast Asia. e
aggregate missions of Muslim hardliners in the region was to bolster an
un-Islamic political system, which seems to have gained momentum at
a time when Islamization was seen to address the common needs of all
Muslims in Indonesia. e reason behind building the organization in
the small city of Yogyakarta is thus not related to local politics but is
more in line with the position of the city as a hub of socio-cultural as
well as political movements from all over the nation.
For Garis, locality and personality are an important factor. In
Hernawan’s view, the struggle for Islamization is a remedy for his
broken political career in the national arena. rough this struggle, his
personal dreams can be realized while also bene ting local movements
in Cianjur at the time, which in turn was imagined to reach the wider
scope of Islamization across the whole nation. Disappointed with
national political vehicles, Hernawan focused his Islamization programs
at a grassroots level, on local issues related to the implementation of
Islamic teachings. is is why Garis was considered a good partner for
local government eﬀorts and in implementing the Islamization program
in Cianjur, such as that of “Gerbang Marhamah”, because both share
basic concerns for detering people from un-Islamic practices. In reality,
Garis bene ted from the “Gerbang Marhamah” programs, which were
used to boost its Islamization agenda. us, we can conclude that in
contrast to MMI’s attitude at its inception, it has since built a frontage
with the government, which is seen as secular and hostile to Islam. In
its early iteration, Garis, did not create any distance with the state.
Cognitive Shari’ah
Shari’ah in the view of Islamic legal hardliners follows natural law
teachings, which sees Islam as normative and Islamic law as being
divinely ordained and universal (Donnelly 2007, 1-7). e struggle of
Islamization is therefore undertaken with a single objective; to bring
people into total submission to the One and Only God as He is the
Only Law Maker. Shari’ah can thus be understood as a principle or a
body of laws understood to have been derived from nature – in this case
God’s teachings – ethically binding for all human societies in the world.
e main objective of any Muslim organization involved Islamization,
DOI: 10.36712/sdi.v28i2.15819
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such as Garis and MMI, can never go beyond this principle, that is,
to implement Shari’ah in all aspects of human life, either private or
public, so as to arrive at a condition where Islamic law becomes the
only source of governance for all of humanity.
Comprehending Shari’ah in such a way requires adhering to a
positivist understanding of law, whereby power and command are
united and run hand in hand to establish a regime of law. As the law
is essentially a matter of command from the sovereign, the struggle
to establish the law involves a lot of emphasis on a zeal of power in
establishing the substantive system of the law. is means that the
struggle of Islamization can be characterized a political eﬀort, not the
application of substantive law as such. at is, Shari’ah intends to mold
its political status in the lives of Indonesian citizens. Members of both
MMI and Garis understood that Islam would not exist without the
political support of Muslims living in the country. at aligns with
Abu Bakar Ba’asyir’s explication that legal pluralism can be accepted in
Islamic law as long as Muslims are the principal demographic.5
Both MMI and Garis believe that one of the main problems of
Muslim society in Indonesia is their tendency to enact un-Islamic values
and traditions found in secular societies (Awwas 2003). e struggle of
Islamization is incumbent upon all members of Muslim society. And
in this case, Islamization in the realm of law should become the main
agenda according to which all Muslims could be brought into one single
system of life re ecting the divine values emanated in the Qur’an and
Sunnah. is understanding of law and religion can aﬀect the attitude
and behavior of many members of these organizations, which initiated
programs of Islamization to address the social, cultural and political
changes overshadowing the country. ere are three perspectives that
support a monolithic view of religious law (Ward 2008, 211-228).
First, a rigid and textualist view of the Qur’an and Sunnah as the only
acceptable source of the law. e two corpuses are regarded as the only
legal sources adequate for answering all the problems faced by humanity.
Qur’an and Sunnah are treated as textual sources that are in line with the
ever changing lives of all societies. at is, the texts are not understood
as being bound with the context in which they were revealed or created.
Second, re ecting the belief that Islamic law is an independent legal
system free from any social in uences, the practice of the religious law
is understood as a phenomenon separated from any foreign social and
Studia Islamika, Vol. 28, No. 2, 2021
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cultural traditions. Islam should not be mixed with anything outside
the sacred corpus. Legal teachings should thus be derived directly from
within the Islamic tradition itself to prevent the amalgamation of the
sacred and the profane. As a result, any eﬀorts to innovate systems of
Islamic law should be rejected, since such innovations either in ideas or
practices will taint pristine sources of the religious law. ird, and related
to the second, radical actors share a disapproving attitude towards any
legal transgressions or transformations in the body of (classical) Islamic
law, despite its encounters with foreign legal traditions and any other
extraneous social values existing in society. In line with the view of
Islamic law as a closed system, Islamic law is believed not to have any
relationship whatsoever with social values commonly found in situ.
e three viewpoints above seem to be shared among actors of
radical organizations such as MMI and Garis in Indonesia. ey believe
that Islamic law should be incorporated into the state, so as to allow
Islamic legal traditions and cultural values to lter into society. In this
case, the Islamization of law is not seen as a legal project separated from
theology, as the two are entertwined in Islam. Rather, it is supported
by the proposition that law is basically an ideology. e struggle to
incorporate religious law into people’s lives is simply another way that
politics manifest. In the following sections, we will see that radicalist
Islamization projects propogate a theological understanding of Islamic
law as a monolithic and all-embracing legal system.
e Substance of the Campaign
Although MMI and Garis share a belief in the need for Islamization,
they pursue substantively diﬀerent approaches and methods. In contrast
to MMI, which tends to focus on the grand ideas and theoretical
subjects of the written law, Garis is focused more on the practice of
law in the lives of everyday people. at is, while MMI is much more
interested in black letter law found in many codes and state laws (ius
constitutum), Garis is interested in the practice of those state laws in the
lives of common people (law in practice). Although both share their
dislike of secular rules and laws created by the state, MMI is concerned
with concepts while Garis is concerned with individual practices. e
following section canvasses the kinds of Islamization projects that
MMI and Garis have pursued to bring Islamic legal values into practice
within Indonesia’s national legal system.
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MMI’s Projects of Legal Islamization
Monday, August 7, 2000 is an important date in the history of
Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia (MMI). Preceded by a National Mujahidin
Congress held in Yogyakarta (August 5-7, 2000), it was the date when
the declaration was rst set forth to establish the MMI movement to
realize the project to revive Shari’ah in the everyday life of the country.
A number of old hardliner gures came to sign the declaration, such
as Deliar Noer, Ali Ya e, Ahmad Mansur Suryanegara, Siddiq Amin,
Miftah Farid, Alawy Muhammad and Abdullah Qadir Baraja. e
mandate to establish the movement was bestowed upon them. e
creation of a mujahidin organization is nonetheless an obligation for the
whole ummah as it provides a way to resolve three acute problems faced
by Indonesian Muslims. First, while it is understood that the obligation
to implement the whole system of Shari’ah is upon all Muslims, the
ummah in Indonesia is prone to disunity. Implementing Shari’ah
remains a mere illusion if Muslims in Indonesia are not united. Second,
Indonesian Muslims do not have eﬀective leadership. What they have
is groups, parties or local leaders who are separated from each other.
And third, since Indonesia’s independence, a single organization has
not proved itself capable to coordinate the Muslim struggle of Shar’iah.
e establishment of MMI is thus based on the three lines of reasoning:
ideological, historical as well as political (Amrullah 2009, 24-25). e
three points above are argued to be necessary preconditions for starting
a coordinated Islamization movement.6
e hardliners believe that legal Islamization should be incorporated
directly into the national legal system, to which the process of lawmaking is bestowed, which in turn can direct people to practice the
principles of Shari’ah in their everyday lives. As aforementioned,
MMI’s legal Islamization programs are focused on the oﬃcial state law.
Although it may be inseparable from the practice of law in the everyday
life of the people, at least in its early movements, MMI seemed more
interested in challenging the “law in books”.
1) Proposal to Amend the 1945 Constitution
As aforementioned, the main mission of legal Islamization is to
create a Muslim society committed to Shari’ah (taṭbīq al-shari‘ah) in
all aspects of life. e eﬀorts of MMI are thus focused on maintaining
this mission. In relation to the state oﬃcial law, MMI’s initial focus was
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directed towards Islamisizing the legal foundations of Indonesia (Majelis
Mujahidin 2001a, 7-8). is focus must be understood contextually.
Since its early inception, the movements of the MMI were built upon
a common concern about the relationship between Islam and the state
in Indonesia. MMI believe that the 1945 Constitution is a re ection
of Indonesia’s national history, in which Islam plays a great role. e
struggle to Islamize the Constitution can, therefore, be understood as
an attempt to return to the process of building the constitution when
it was rst conceived in 1945. MMI intended to remind Indonesians
that Shari’ah provides the primary building blocks of the country’s legal
system, and that aligning the state with its teachings is the rst step of
a comprehensive process of Islamization.
When reviewed in detail, MMI’s proposed amendments do not
seek to zealously alter the 1945 Constitution. e modern concept of
constitutional legal drafting was followed by MMI, as they have edited
the text of the constitution but not its framework. One of the most
controversial aspects of the amendment is found in one paragraph of
the Constitutional Preamble, which stipulates the ve principles of
Indonesia known as Pancasila. is was debated by Muslims and secular
nationalists in the early stages of independence and in the drafting of
the 1945 Constitution. What is vehemently called Piagam Jakarta
(Jakarta Charter) in the history of Indonesia’s constitutional building
was revitalized by MMI in its proposed amendments. Muslims and
secularists debated whether the preamble of the constitution should
maintain the idea of the seven wonders of the world in the Charter,
which mentions the obligation of Muslims to implement Shari’ah or
pursue secularism. In this case, however, MMI stepped beyond the
seven-world con ict, while remaining aligned with Islamic factions
who strongly oppose secularist views. In paragraph 4 of the Preamble
the old concept of the constitution states:
“…, yang terbentuk dalam suatu susunan negara Republik Indonesia yang
berkedaulatan rakyat dengan berdasarkan kepada: Ketuhanan Yang Maha
Esa,…”
(“…, formed in an arrangement of the Republic of Indonesia in which
the sovereignty of the people is based on: the belief in God Almighty,…”).

e MMI amendment proposes a new version of the sentence:
“…, yang terbentuk dalam suatu susunan negara Republik Indonesia dengan
berdasarkan: Keimanan pada Allah Yang Maha Esa dengan kewajiban
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menjalankan Syariat Islam bagi para pemeluknya dan memberi kebebasan
pemeluk agama lain untuk melaksanakan agamanya,…”
(…, formed in an arrangement of the Republic of Indonesia based on: the
faith in Allah Almighty with the obligation to carry out Islamic Shari’ah
for its adherents and to give freedom of other religions to carry out their
religious injunctions,…”) (Majelis Mujahidin 2001a, 7-8).

It is apparent that MMI tried to amalgamate the idea of the old
Jakarta Charter with the more modern idea of religious pluralism. It
also seems that MMI had rejuvenated the old Masyumi idea of Islamic
nationalism, where the freedom of other communities to implement
their own religions is to be guaranteed (Platzdasch 2009, 34 onward).
us, the faith in One and Only God (in this case MMI used the
Islamic term “Allah”) should be completed with the obligation to
implement Shari’ah for all Muslims in the country – certainly an old
idea taken from the wording of the Jakarta Charter – plus the relatively
new idea of recognizing non-Muslims’ rights to implement their
religious teachings.
Another part of the amendment is about the right of lawmaking in the country. Chapter 1, Article 1 and Paragraph 2 of the
1945 Constitution states that: “Kedaulatan adalah di tangan rakyat,
dan dilakukan sepenuhnya oleh Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat.”
(Sovereignty is in the hands of the people, and performed entirely by
the People’s Consultative Assembly). In this case, MMI appeared to
be consistent with their mission of political Islam. In the proposal,
MMI put forward the wording: “Kekuasaan tertinggi menetapkan
hukum di tangan Allah yang Maha Kuasa sedang pengembangan hukum
selanjutnya di tangan rakyat, yang dilakukan sepenuhnya oleh Majelis
Permusyawaratan Rakyat.” (e highest authority to lay down the law
is in the hands of God Almighty while the consecutive process of legal
development is in the hands of the people, performed entirely by the
People’s Consultative Assembly) (Majelis Mujahidin 2001a, 9-10).
It is clear that MMI does not support Western democracy, as
representing the sovereignty of the people is a key element of democracy
in other parts of the Muslim world, particularly in the era of postcolonialization. Challenging Western concepts of democracy, which
have provided the philosophical basis for politics in Indonesia and the
world in general, is an essential feature of MMI’s legal Islamization.
According to hardliners, sovereignty is basically in the hands of God,
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and this should be re ected in the authority to make the law. Even
if the practice of law-making is done through representative state
institutions, the philosophical basis of legal authority should still be
given solely to God Almighty.
e MMI amendment also addressed the Presidency. Again, MMI
continued an old debate about whether the president of Indonesia
should come from the majority group, in this case (Javanese) Muslim.
e 1945 Constitution states that that the leader of the country
should be an Indonesian citizen, and that their race, gender, religion
or ethnicity should not be determinative. Article 6 of the constitution
states:
“(1) Presiden adalah warga negara Indonesia asli.” (e President is originally
a citizen of Indonesia). While the “(2) Presiden dan Wakil Presiden dipilih
oleh Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat dengan suara terbanyak.”
(e President and Vice-President shall be elected by the People’s
Consultative Assembly by a majority vote).

e Indonesian president and vice president should thus be
Indonesian citizens and elected through a formal state institution that
has the right to do so. In its amendment, MMI appealed to an old idea
desired by many Muslim nationalists:
“(1) President dan Wakil President ialah warga negara Indonesia, laki-laki,
sehat jasmani-rohani, muslim yang taat menjalankan Syariat Islam.” And,
“(2) Presiden and Wakil Presiden dipilih langsung oleh rakyat dan memenuhi
kriteria yang tertera dalam ayat 1.”
([1] e President and the Vice-President are a citizen of Indonesia, male,
healthy physical-spiritual, pious Muslims carrying out the Islamic Shari’ah.
And, (2) e President and Vice-President are elected directly by the
people and meet the criteria set out in paragraph 1.) (Majelis Mujahidin
2001a, 10-11).

It is apparent that MMI was very bold in promoting their political
mission. Even though they accept religious pluralism in which the
existence of non-Muslims is recognized (as seen in Paragraph 4 of
the Preamble above), they maintain that Indonesia’s leader must be
Muslim. What is important here is that MMI’s framework follows
traditional patterns of Islamic legal thinking, which is dominated by
patriarchy and the continuity of male leadership. Apart from this focus
on gender, MMI’s amendment also proposed that the president should
be a devout Muslim as it is his responsibility to bring the country in
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line with the command of God. at is why in the text of a formal
oath, an elected president must state his willingness to submit to God
Almighty. In their amendment, MMI therefore proposed the wording:
“…, mengabdi kepada Allah yang Maha Esa,..” (submitting to the One
and Only God), inserted in the presidential oath (Majelis Mujahidin
2001a, 11-12; Article 9 of the Constitution).
In conjunction with the proposed amendments above, MMI also
invoked the idea of civil rights. In Article 28, civil rights were proposed
by the Amendment Team of the MPR. MMI proposed new wordings
as follows (Majelis Mujahidin 2001a, 19-22).
On the issue of civil rights MMI focused on bolstering Islamic values
in the Constitution.7 e proposed amendment conveys the idea of
Islamic human rights that many Indonesian hardliners have advocated
for. e rst relates to the issue of religious rights. MMI believes that Islam
guarantees the rights of all people to embrace any religion they believe
as right. Yet, apostasy is a criminal action for Muslims. at is why Art
28E Paragraph 1 of the MMI amendment boldly states that “Muslims
should not apostate from Islam.” is does not apply to non-Muslims
who convert to Islam. e idea that the prohibition of apostacy in Islam
applies only to Muslims but not vice versa is certainly the typical position
taken by most Muslim jurists since the middle era of Islam. e second
issue relates to other citizen rights, in particular, the Islamic concept of
the ve things that Muslims are obliged to defend: religion, life, family/
descendants, property, honor and the health of wits (Art 28G Para 1).
is re ects the basic teachings of human rights supported by many
Muslim jurists, the foremost progenitor of which is Al-Shāṭibī (2005,
265-270) as explicated in his well-known qh book, al-Muwāfaqāh.
Another controversial issue that MMI proposed was an amendment
to an Article about the position of religion. Article 29 of the Constitution
sparked tensions about how the state should priortize religion in
Indonesia’s quasi-secular context. e initial version emphasized the
neutrality of the state in matters of religion, although the state should
not be understood to be separate from religion. is is what many have
termed the “inbetweenness” of Indonesia’s relationship with religion;
its politics straddle both secularity and religiousity. MMI again boldly
proposed the idea of the unity between the state and religion. In Article
29 of the amendment, MMI proposed two clear messages regarding the
inseparability of state and religion:
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“(1) Negara berkewajiban untuk mengatur dan mengawasi agar warga
negara Indonesia menjalankan ibadah sesuai dengan ajaran agama masingmasing. (2) Negara menjamin kemerdekaan tiap-tiap penduduk untuk
memeluk agamanya masing-masing dan untuk beribadat menurut agama
yang dipeluknya.”
((1) e State is obliged to organize and oversee that Indonesian citizens
to worship in accordance with the teachings of their respective religions.
(2) e State guarantees the freedom of each citizen to profess his/her own
religion and to worship according to the religion he/she follows) (Majelis
Mujahidin 2001a, 22).

ese proposed amendments adhere to the position taken by many
Muslim groups about the relationship between the state and religion.
ese groups believe that secularism does not t with the character of
the country, and that separating the state from religion can jeopardize
the historical, sociological and philosophical values that the foundaing
fathers of Indonesia held. Finally, MMI proposed an amendment to the
Article about economic issues and social welfare. MMI re-emphasized
the importance of identifying Islamic values in the constitution, even
if the substance of the amendment does not diﬀer greatly from the
original. In Article 33, MMI proposed that the more Islamic term “halal”
(lawful) be inserted: “(1) Perekonomian disusun sebagai usaha bersama
atas asas kekeluargaan dan bersifat halal.” (e economy is structured as
a joint venture on the basis of family principles and lawful). Although
MMI only added one term “halal” (lawful) in this paragraph, it appears
to be concerned with the construction of Indonesia’s economic system
and ensuring that it is aligned with Islamic teachings in the future
(Majelis Mujahidin 2001a, 24).
2) e Draft of Penal Law
Not long after organizing a seminar on the amendment of 1945
Constitution, MMI held another national seminar to discuss the penal
law system in Indonesia. Held on July 27 2002 in Yogyakarta, the
seminar was conveyed the objective of the program, namely, to discuss
and submit proposed penal law amendments to the government, which
at the time applied the penal system adapted from the Dutch model of
Wetboek van Strafrecht.8 In MMI’s perspective Indonesia’s secular penal
law system has dragged the nation into moral crisis and insecurity, leaving
it more vulnerable to criminal attitudes and actions. MMI believed
that criminal law adopted from Western systems cannot address moral
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crimes that occur in people’s everyday lives. MMI sought to Islamize
the penal law system to save the Indonesian people and to achieve the
ve objectives of creating the nation under Islamic doctrine. First, the
objective of guaranteeing the people’s freedom to embrace religion (ḥifẓ
al-dīn); second, protecting reason from any negative in uences in life
(ḥifẓ al-‘aql); third, guaranteeing the sanctity of descent, so there is no
doubt about someone’s genealogy (ḥifẓ al-nasl); fourth, protecting and
ensuring the safety of human life, both their individual and species (ḥifẓ
al-nafs); and fth, guaranteeing and protecting the property rights of
the people, both as a personal or collective right (ḥifẓ al-māl) (Majelis
Mujahidin 2002, 4; Shāṭibiy 2005, 270).
Separate to the draft of 1945 Constitutional amendment, the draft
of penal law amendment appeared more overarching, encompassing the
whole idea of penal law adapted from qh books and the opinions of
many Muslim jurists. ere are at least four topics presented in the draft
of the amendment: general de nitions, crime and legal responsibility,
crime and punishment, and judicial institutions. It is from the chapter
on the de nition of some penal law terms that we can understand the
general picture of the penal law substantiated in the amendment. e
draft submitted here re ects the model of penal law as understood by
traditional Muslim jurists; there are no less than 72 terms proposed in
the draft that convey traditional patterns of penal law such as: “diyat”,
“irsy”, “habs”, “qisas”, “‘awrah”, “hasyimah”, “hirabah”, to just mention
a few.9 Criminal law students may not nd these terms in modern
system of penal law as they are found in classical Islamic penal law ( qh
jinayah). In the rst chapter of the MMI draft, the terms used can be
grouped into three categories: (1) terms that speci cally deal with the
person who committed the crime or was involved in it, including their
character and status; (2) terms that relate to the kinds and methods of
crime and punishment; and (3) terms that relate to the object of crime
(Majelis Mujahidin 2002, 11-16).
e draft amendment conveys in detail its proposed changes to
crime and punishment, which are found in primary sources of Islamic
law. MMI accepts legal positivism here because the draft amendments
are all structured in the form of modern state law. e draft itself is
structured as a state act, whereby the chapters and paragraphs are
arranged using the model of the state law (Undang-undang). us, in
the early articles of the rst chapter, the explanation is about the kinds
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of crime found in Islamic penal law. Article 4 (Para 1-3) explains the
three general types of crime deserving of punishment in Islam. e
three crimes are categorized based on whether the legal sources (Qur’an
and Hadith) already subscribe them or not. First, crimes which the
sacred text already mentions. ese are categorized as ḥadd (limit or
boundary), i.e., punishment for oﬀenses for which limits have been
de ned in the Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet. us, it is believed
that the Qur’an and Prophetic traditions had been revealed to name
the crimes as well as their punishments. e second type of crime is
characterized as qiṣāṣ (equality, retaliation or retribution), which is
explained in both the Qur’an and Sunnah. e third is any kind of
crime beyond the ones mentioned as ḥadd or qiṣāṣ, which the sacred
texts do not mention whatsoever. us the punishments subscribed
may be developed by the government to prevent any negative eﬀects
of the crime. is is called Ta’zīr (chastisement), a class of criminal
penalties which are de ned by the state or ruler, in contradistinction
to ḥudūd, which are prescribed by God (Majelis Mujahidin 2002, 19).
is re ects the basic theory of crime and punishment found in the
old qh books of penal law, which MMI adapted using the language of
the modern law. A key question is which of the crimes are categorized into
the three criteria detailed above. MMI is consistent in its commitment
to the classical Muslim jurists’ theories, and not the more modern views
of Islamic penal law. For example, Article 9 states that there are six
crimes that fall into the category of ḥadd: theft (sarīqah), brigandage
(ḥirābah), adultery (zinā), false accusation of unchastity (qadhf), wine
drinking (shurb), and religious conversion (riddah) (Majelis Mujahidin
2002, 20-30). Articles 10 to 28 explain in great detail the de nitions
of those crimes de ned as ḥadd and what kinds of punishment should
be subscribed. MMI tried to adapt the classical views of Islamic penal
law using the language and method of modern legal drafting; however
it is somewhat awkward as it uses a number of terms that do not appear
in Indonesian law and/or are not used in Indonesian language. For
example, in Article 11 the punishment for stealing is de ned as a crime
if the perpetrator steals a minimum one-fourth Dinar of gold or three
Dirham of silver equivalent to 4.450 gram of gold (Majelis Mujahidin
2002, 21). e use of the terms Dinar and Dirham is not common in
Indonesia as MMI followed the classical qh books on Islamic penal
law written in Arabic.
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is can also be found in the method of punishment ascribed to
the ḥirābah. e crime of ḥirābah is considered to be a capital crime
in Islam; as such, the punishment is very harsh. MMI proposed a very
old method of punishment: cruci xion and cutting the hand and foot
crosswise. Article 14 of the draft states that this punishment should be
used for the crime of ḥirābah. If the robbery involves the homicide, the
criminal should be punished with a dead penalty and then the body will
be cruci ed (Para a); otherwise, the death penalty is done without the
cruci xion (Para b). e crosswise cutting of hand and foot is used if
the robbery does not follow with the killing (Majelis Mujahidin 2002,
23, para c). is kind of harsh physical punishment can also be found
in the controversial method of rajam or stoning to death for people
who engage in an illicit sexual relationship. In Article 16, stoning to
death is subscribed for married people who engage in extra-marital
sexual intercourse. e Article even states that: “If the person doing the
adultery is married, then that person is punished by stoning, which is
thrown with stones measuring at large st to death” (Majelis Mujahidin
2002, 25; italic added). Whipping is implemented if the adulterer is
unmarried, plus expulsion for a year (Para 2). It is clear that MMI
ascribes to old ideas of crime and punishment as established in classical
books of Islamic penal law. ere is little regard for reformulating
de nitions of crime and punishment in line with modern values.
Chapter two of the proposal is clear in its proposition that the
Islamic concept of penal law can be divided into three kinds of crime
under Islam. As aforementioned, these are: ḥadd crimes, qiṣāṣ crimes
and ta’zīr. e rst and second are believed to be based on the primary
sources of the law (Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet), while the third
is a discretionary punishment, as it is not clearly de ned in sacred legal
texts. e state authority and judge therefore have the discretion to
hand down a punishment that is seen as equal to the crime perpetrated
(Majelis Mujahidin 2002, 17-34). It is clear that MMI has not
reformulated much of the proposed penal law, as much of the Articles
and paragraphs mimic those found in classical Islamic texts, particularly
those regulated by sacred sources of law. Chapters three and four focus
on crime and punishment as well as the judicial institutions that carry
out the punishment. However, in Articles 43-68 (Majelis Mujahidin
2002, 37-51), the views of the old Muslim jurists are dominant,
indicating that there is very little modern in uence in the proposed
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amendment. MMI’s Islamization can therefore be characterized as an
eﬀort to rematerialize the old substance of Islamic penal law, despite the
modern methods of legal drafting used. us, because the substance
remains unaltered, MMI’s attempt to revive Islamic penal law can only
be seen as a way to re-instigate the corpus of the law even if the method
adopted to do so is modern.
Garis’s Projects of Legal Islamization
e origins of Garis in Cianjur are not as clear as MMI’s in
Yogyakarta. is does not appear to be an issue for Garis members, who
place greater emphasis on the agenda and programs of the organization
than ceremonial aspects. Garis was founded in 2001 when the zeal of
Islamization was at its highest. e main founder, Chep Hernawan,
appeared more concerned about starting the struggle of Islamization
rather the context in which Garis was founded. In general, Garis is less
organized compared to the more structured model of MMI. e origins
of each organisation has in uenced their characters. e two mass
activities discussed below re ect Garis’ reputed focus on instigating the
Islamization process.
1) Challenging Ahmadiyah
Garis paid a lot of attention to Ahmadiyah movements in Indonesia as
it provided a good starting point for substantiating their missions in the
majority Sunni Muslim Cianjur. e debates surrounding Ahmadiyah
was at its height in 2005, allowing Garis to be very active in vigorously
disproving of Ahmadiyah. Hernawan explicitly expressed his intention
to repress Ahmadiyah movements in Cianjur and its surrounding areas.
e legal Islamization program that Hernawan facilitated should take
priority in order to revive Islamic teachings and prevent Muslims from
straying from the true path brought by the Prophet Muhammad. Legal
Islamization is in this case understood as an attempt to protect (Sunni)
Islam from any foreign faith and teachings viewed as straying from the
orthodoxy.
Garis’ hostility towards the Ahmadiyah movement was
demonstrated in its attack of a number of Ahmadiyah compounds on
September 19 2005. It was a concerted attack purposefully done to
demolish four Ahmadiyah villages, Penyairan, Cicakra, Neglasari and
Ciparay. It was recorded that 43 houses, 4 mosques, 5 small groceries
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and countless other properties were destroyed in one attack (Hasani
et all 2001, 128). Garis involved hundreds of members and in icted
physical as well as psychological harms on the victims. Many believe
Garis’ zealous character led it to commit violent and threatening acts
against Ahmadiyah. Garis’ violent actions escalated due to its perceived
obligation to reprimand any Muslim groups or denominations that
it saw as going against Sunni Islam. However, many felt that Garis’
anti-Ahmadiyah actions were politically reasonable. Since early 2005,
Cianjur was in the midst of local elections for a new regent. At the
time, the regent Wasidi Swastomo was going to run for a second term.
In other words, Garis’ escalation of its attack against the Ahmadiyah
during a period of political instability may not just be attributed to
religious purposes. Rather, it can be characterized as more political.
Garis’ destruction of Ahmadiyah villages in Cianjur was not possible
without the political support of local authorities. Swastomo himself
cleverly tried to win the heart of many Muslim constituents in the city by
promulgating a General Letter of Decision (Surat Keputusan Bersama),
which he claimed to have been made with the support and agreement of
the Indonesian Council of Ulama (Majlis Ulama Indonesia, MUI) and
about 40 mass organizations in Cianjur. e Letter made it clear that
the Ahmadiyah group was forbidden in Cianjur. e Decision Letter
was issued just ten days after the Garis attack in Ahmadiyah villages;
undeniably re ecting their determination to wipe out the minority
group from the region. Both state and non-state actors worked to hand
in hand to repress Ahmadiyah.
In Indonesia, debates about the Ahmadiyah have consumed
Muslims. In the view of orthodox Sunnite Muslims, belief in
prophecies following the prophet Muhammad is a big deviancy; this is
why Ahmadiyah is considered to have diverged from mainstream Islam.
e belief in the prophecy following Prophet Muhammad implies that
besides his Sunnah there may still be another that can be treated as
a a second source of Islamic law after the Qur’an. is damages the
basic tenets of Islam. Garis’ hostility towards Ahmadiyah relates to a
perennial concern in Islam about validating a successor to the Prophet
Muhammad himself as being equal to the Prophet as the main agent of
law-making in Islam. Legal Islamization as understood by Garis rests
on the struggle to secure the true source of Islamic law, particularly
the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad, who is believed to not have a
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successor. e Ahmadiyah belief in the prophecy after Muhammad is a
religious deviation that Muslim jurists and intellectuals view as having
departed beyond the true understanding of Islam. Eﬀorts to challenge
Ahmadi teachings can, therefore, be seen as a religious struggle because
such beliefs are considered to be blasphemous. In that case, Garis
should be praised in its eﬀorts to implement Law No. 1 of 1985 against
religious blashphemy, particularly Article 1.
2) Anti-Christianization
Christian proselytization is an issue that has been of concern
since Indonesian independence. e threat of successful Christian
proselytization in Indonesia haunts the consciousness of many
Indonesian Muslims. is is not far-fetched as the Indonesian census
has indicated a decline in the number of Muslim citizens in the last three
decades. It is not surprising to see that Christianization has became
a hot topic of debate among many Muslim gures and organizations
in West Java, particularly in the wake of the foundation of Garis in
2001. It is against this backdrop that Garis pursued its objectives. In
the view of Hernawan, Christian people ignore the country’s rules
about religious preaching activities, particularly the Jointly Ministerial
Regulation (Surat Peraturan Bersama) between the Minister of Religion
and Home Minister No. 8 and 9 of 2006, which regulates religious
preaching in Indonesia.
Garis’ anti-Christianization is understood to be part of its legal
Islamization agenda because it relates to how the state law protects the
right of Muslims to uphold their belief in Islam, which is part of their
basic human rights. e Amended 1945 Constitution states that the State
must guarantee all persons freedom of worship (Art. 29 Para 2). Christian
preaching of non-Christians, particularly Muslims, contravenes the
Constitution because it is an attack on someone’s belief, even if done with
soft persuasion. As aforementioned, Christianization also contravenes
the principle of religious management regulated in the Jointly Ministerial
Regulation (Surat Peraturan Bersama) between the Minister of Religion
and Home Minister No. 8 and 9 of 2006, which implements principles
of religious segregation, both in the place of worship as well as the area of
preaching activities, to keep religious pluralism in harmony.
In July 2007, Garis organised a momumental movement against
Christianization. Hernawan eﬀectively organized the movement to
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mark his leadership of Garis and to bolster his image as a local hardliner.
On July 20 2007, about 1000 Garis members attacked a Christian
valley called Lembah Karmel, a religious compound used as a place for
spiritual retreats and praying as well as religious activities for Catholic
priests, youth, and people from many other places in West Java.10 e
existence of the Karmel valley itself was indeed a controversial issue for
a number of years, particularly when the compound was being built to
cover more than 600 hectares of land over a mountainous area in the
village of Cikanyere, the district of Sukaresmi, Cianjur regency.
e compound building was highly controversial due to
environmental issues, such as access to water for people in villages
surrounding the valley, and the right of people to source wood from
national forests near the Karmel Valley. It became a religious issue due
to increased suspicion among Muslims in Cianjur and surrounding
areas that the Karmel was developed to become like the “Indonesian
Vatican”, where national Christianization programs are planned and
established, not just a place for spiritual activity.11
In Hernawan’s view, a lot of legal violations were committed in the
Karmel complex that people were not aware of, and legal authorities
did not address those crimes eﬀectively. Suspicion about Karmel as a
center for Christianization had spread all over Cianjur a number of years
before. In fact, concerns about Christianization had even reached the
local government oﬃce of the Cianjur regency. It was Wasidi Swastomo
himself, the top executive of the city at the time, who directly sent
the letter advising the foundation that owned the Karmel complex to
respond to the issue. rough an oﬃcial letter No. 4532/2580/Kesbang,
dated August 1 2005, Swastomo had given a warning to Karmel for not
altering status of the complex as a place of Christian religious worship,
as it had not initially been registered as such. In the letter, the regent
also reprimanded them for not reporting any crimes related to SARA
(an Indonesian acronym denoted for suku [tribe], agama [religion], ras
[race/ethnic] and antar kelompok [intergroup]). Karmel ignored these
warnings.
Furthermore, according to Hernawan, Lembah Karmel had
contravened Presidential Decision No. 114 of 1999 on the Spatial
Management of Bogor, Puncak and Cianjur (Bopunjur) Regions.12
Karmel was not supposed to erect any building that destroyed trees
in the surrounding valley that functioned as a water reserve and
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to stop ooding in the region. Article 12 clearly states that no one
is allowed to erect any building that damages the forest reserve; the
Karmel compound broke the law because it involved the building of
housing, churches, chapels, restaurants and stores in the forest reserve.13
Moreover, Hernawan attacked many who were not convinced about
the wrongdoings of Karmel. He questioned how Karmel could build a
church in the middle of the majority Muslim city of Cianjur. Hernawan
suggested that they must have ignored the Jointly Ministerial Regulation
(SKB) between the Minister of Religion and Home Minister No. 8 and
9 of 2006. He reasoned that it is not inappropriate that a few Christians
were able to build a huge church on an empy hill, as the number of
Christians required to do so did not ful l the criteria explicated in the
Regulation.14 us, for many, the Karmel compound was illegal under
state rules.15
On the day of the attack, the appearance of many Garis members
at the Karmel complex was a big surprise. At the time, a committee
of an international conference Tritunggal Mahakudus was planned to
be held on July 24-29 2007, inviting around 2,500 people from the
Christian denomination from all over the country. ey were preparing
to organize the conference and an alumni meeting. e situation was
chaotic because hundreds of Garis demonstrators rammed into the
compound and forced the Christians to halt any activities. e police
were unable to stop them. A Garis demonstrator explained that the attack
was done to halt Christianization programs that were being held in the
valley.16 He believed that the compound had been used for a long time
to proselytize Christianity throughout Indonesia. Although the veracity
of this claim is not clear, many Garis members involved in the attack
believed in it. e attack was eﬀective as it stopped all activities in the
complex. Hundreds of Christians in the Karmel complex felt mocked
and physically abused by the Garis demonstrators. It is not clear how
many people were wounded and to what extent the Karmel properties
that had been destroyed, as news about it had been repressed. However
the attack led to the cancellation of the international conference and
other activities.
One should not ignore the violent approach used to bolster Garis’
Islamization eﬀorts. Although it remains unclear whether there was an
existing program of Christianization in the Karmel valley,17 the attack
created discomfort and distress among Christians in the area and the
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region in general. One Christian informant expressed that he felt
alienated as a member of a religious minority living in Cianjur.18 ey
felt that their basic human right to practice their religion had been
violated. Garis’ grassroots approach to Islamization used oppressive
methods against religious minorities.
Conclusion
is paper has analyzed contemporary movements working to
Islamisize Indonesia’s legal system. MMI and Garis were discussed as
case studies of how Islamization can be pursued. Both organizations
seem to have con ned their purpose to Islamization, following the
understanding that Islamic teachings should form the foundation of
constitutional law as well as the basis of the Indonesia’s legal system.
However, they carry out the struggle through diﬀerent approaches.
Since its inception, MMI has endeavored to Islamisize the foundation
of Indonesia’s legal system. eir movements thus focus on oﬃcial state
laws, such as the Constitution. is is most apparent in their proposals
to amend the 1945 Constitution and Basic Penal Law in the early
2000s. Garis, on the other hand, are focused on the law in its more
general meaning; the term “law” is thus used in its broadest sense to
refer to the normative values and practices of everyday life. Islamic law
is thus understood to relate to the more practical aspects of Islamic
values in the everyday lives of the people.
us, MMI is concerned with the theoretical and formal legal
underpinnings of Indonesia, while Garis is focused on the realm of
non-formal law and practice. However, there is no need to separate
the scope of their struggle. MMI and Garis both see the law as divine,
and not only as a system of dealing with wordly matters. Law for them
emanates all aspects of life, from matters of personal belief to the public
realm, such as the penal law system. Both organizations believe that
the public and private domains of law are inseparable, as they both
come under the umbrella of religious law. is is why the actors of legal
Islamization are concerned with ensuring that it is uid so that it can
accomplish its purpose.
In understanding the phenomenon of legal Islamization, one should
therefore not limit their analysis to the positivistic idea of law where law
and legal institutions are understood as merely a product of the state.
e domination of the Westphalian ideology of law in Indonesian
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legal studies is inadequate for comprehensively understanding legal
Islamization. It is thus incumbent upon us to understand legal
Islamization from the perspective of its actors. As such, our study of
legal Islamization should include both an analysis of how state laws
are being aligned with Islamic values and how religious law is sought
to be incorporated into everyday life. is brings us to anthropological
studies of Islamic law, which allows us to both examine formal Islamic
law as well as its disparate and informal normative values.
is paper has argued that the law is essentially the product of political
bargaining. Using Tamanaha’s concept of “Legal instrumentalism”
as its theoretical basis, this paper has sought to examine the political
agendas of legal Islamization. e Islamization of law in Indonesia’s
current socio-political context seeks to strengthen the political
bargaining power of the progenitors of Islamization. Islamization is
used as an instrument of power to advance the personal interests and
political agendas of individuals and groups. us, the shape that legal
Islamization takes re ects the means by which those individuals and
groups seek to maximise their power. e development of the law is not
the main agenda of Islamization; if it was, Islamist organisations such as
MMI and Garis would treat the law as a minor part of their objectives.
is paper also argued that the anthropology of Islamic law is suited
to the study of legal Islamization. Whether it is research conducted
by Noah Salomon, Aria Nakissa or Michael Peletz, it supports our
understanding that Islamic law must be studied from both theortical
and practical standpoints. e theoretical and methodological aspects
of Islamization cannot be separated. erefore, the use of ‘thick
description’ is an important tool in the study of Islamic law; that
is, when we conduct qualitative research, we must pay attention to
contextual details when observing and interpreting social meaning. In
this paper, a ‘thick description’ of the Islamization of law has shown that
the historical, political and social context in which actors are located
has in uenced their practice of Islamization, which took the form of
both a da’wah and a political movement.
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Endnotes
•

e author would like to express a deep gratitude to the oﬃce of Research and
Development (Lembaga Penelitian dan Pengabdian Masyarakat), State Islamic University
Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta, from which partial funding was given to support the eld
research of this study. All mistakes found in this paper are however the sole responsibility
of the author.

1. Brian Z. Tamanaha, Law as a Means to an End (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2006), p. 1. As saying: “...people see law as an instrument of power to advance
their personal interests or the interests or policies of the individuals or groups they
support. Today, law is widely viewed as an empty vessel to be ﬁlled as desired, and to be
manipulated, invoked, and utilized in the furtherance of ends.”
2. For MMI, there were Abu Bakar Ba’asyir, M. alib and Irfan Awwas, to mention just a
few, who worked vigilantly since the organization’s foundation to realize its mission. For
Garis, there is Chep Hernawan, who can be characterized as the founding father and the
main actor of the organization. Both organizations are diﬀerent in character but deal with
similar concerns. MMI in Yogyakarta seems to have culminated from the struggle of a
number of Muslim gures concerned with Islamization, while in Cianjur Garis appears
to be dominated by one local gure who drove the whole force of movement.
3. Hernawan’s personality is controversial in Cianjur. One informant said that he is actually
a hoodlum (preman) and local businessman who does not hold rm religious faith.
For him, it is all just about business. (Interview with one anonymous Cianjur gure,
February, 24, 2017).
4. Abu Bakar Ba’asyir was the chief of the MMI in 2002.
5. Interview with Abu Bakar Ba’asyir on July 24, 2009.
6. “Strategi Perjuangan Majelis Mujahidin” at http://www.majelismujahidin.com/about/
strategi-perjuangan-majelis-mujahidin/.
7. 28E: “(1) Setiap orang berhak memeluk agama dan beribadat menurut agamanya, dan
bagi muslim tidak boleh murtad dari Islam. (2) Setiap orang berhak menyatakan pikiran
dan sikap, berhak memilih pendidikan dan pengajaran, memilih pekerjaan, memilih
kewarganegaraan, memilih tempat tinggal di wilayah negara dan meninggalkannya, serta
berhak kembali dalam batas-batas yang dibenarkan oleh ajaran agama.” (“(1) Everyone has
the right to embrace religion and to worship according to their religion, and the Muslims
should not be an apostate from Islam. (2) Everyone has the right to express thoughts and
attitudes, entitled to choose one’s education, employment, citizenship, choosing a place
to stay in the territory of the country and left, as well as the right to return within the
limits justi ed by religious teachings.”)
28F: “Setiap orang berhak untuk berkomunikasi dan memperoleh informasi sesuai dengan
undang-undang.” (“Everyone has the right to communicate and obtain information in
accordance with the law.”)
28G: “(1) Setiap orang berhak atas perlindungan terhadap agamanya, nyawanya, keluarga/
keturunannya, hartanya, kehormatan dan kesehatan akalnya.” (“(1) Everyone has the right
to the protection of religion, life, family / descendants, property, honor and the health
of his wits.”)
28H: “(2) Setiap orang berhak memperoleh kemudahan dan perlakuan yang sama untuk
memperoleh keadilan.” (“(2) Everyone has the right to gain the ease and equal treatment
to obtain justice.”)
28J: “Di dalam menjalankan hak dan kebebasannya, setiap orang wajib tunduk kepada
pembatasan yang ditetapkan dengan undang-undang.” (“In carrying out the rights and
freedoms, everyone shall be subject to the restrictions established by law.”)
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8. Wetboek van Strafrecht voor Nederlandsch-Indie was the criminal code in the Dutch
colonial era of Indonesia, in force since January 1, 1918. On the history of Indonesian
penal law system (Siong 1961).
9. Diyat: compensation, Irsy: the amount of money to be paid as compensation towards the
harmed person, habs: the place or area where the convict carries out the ta’zir punishment,
qisas: retaliation, ‘awrah: a part of body ordered to be covered, hasyimah: wounding that
causes bone injury, hirabah: acts that cause chaos in society that it interferes with the
public (Majelis Mujahidin 2002, 11-16).
10. e news on the case can be found in many newspaper and websites, for instance in
http://news.detik.com/berita/807482/ribuan-muslim-protes-konferensi-di-lembahkarmel-cianjur.
11. See for instance, http://nizmaanakku.blogspot.co.id/2007/07/lembah-vatikan-karmeldi-cianjur.html
12. e Presidential Decision can be accessed at http://www.bpn.go.id/Publikasi/PeraturanPerundangan/Keputusan-Presiden/keputusan-presiden-nomor-114-tahun-1999-533.
13. e explanation as such can be found in http://nizmaanakku.blogspot.co.id/2007/07/
lembah-vatikan-karmel-di-cianjur.html.
14. According to the Jointly Ministerial Regulation between Minister of Religious Aﬀairs and
Home Minister No. 8 and 9 of 2006, Articles 14-16, the construction of the place should
be supported by the evidence that there are at least 90 members of the concerned religious
group and 60 local residents of another religious belief who approved the building, aside
from approval from the local government.
15. Interview with Hernawan on July 10, 2016.
16. Interview with one anonymous Garis member on July 10, 2016.
17. One Christian informant said that the idea that Christianization was propagated through
the Karmel complex was not based on fact.
18. Interview with one anonymous Christian gure on July 15, 2016.
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اﻟﺼﻠﺔ .وﲣﻀﻊ ﲨﻴﻊ اﻷﲝﺎث اﳌﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﺤﻜﻴﻢ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﳉﻨﺔ ﳐﺘﺼﺔ.
ﰎ اﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﺳﺘﻮد إﺳﻼﻣﻴﻜﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ وزارة اﻟﺒﺤﻮث واﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ واﻟﺘﻌﻠﻴﻢ اﻟﻌﺎﱄ ﲜﻤﻬﻮرﻳﺔ إﻧﺪوﻧﻴﺴﻴﺎ ﻋﺘﺒﺎرﻫﺎ
دورﻳﺔ ﻋﻠﻤﻴﺔ )رﻗﻢ اﻟﻘﺮار.(32a/E/KPT/2017 :
ﺳﺘﻮد إﺳﻼﻣﻴﻜﺎ ﻋﻀﻮ ﰲ ) CrossRefاﻹﺣﺎﻻت اﻟﺜﺎﺑﺘﺔ ﰲ اﻷدﺑﻴﺎت اﻷﻛﺎدﳝﻴﺔ( ﻣﻨﺬ  ،٢٠١٤و ﻟﺘﺎﱄ
ﻣﻌﺮف اﻟﻮﺛﻴﻘﺔ اﻟﺮﻗﻤﻴﺔ ).(DOI
ﻓﺈن ﲨﻴﻊ اﳌﻘﺎﻻت اﻟﱵ ﻧﺸﺮ ﺎ ﻣﺮﻗﻤﺔ ﺣﺴﺐ ّ
ﺳﺘﻮد إﺳﻼﻣﻴﻜﺎ ﳎﻠﺔ ﻣﻔﻬﺮﺳﺔ ﰲ ﺳﻜﻮﺑﺲ ) (Scopusﻣﻨﺬ  ٣٠ﻣﺎﻳﻮ .٢٠١٥
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